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From open borders to ‘rasisit’: libertarianism and populism on 
the Scandinavian periphery (1980 – 1994)
Ola Innset

Department of Law and Governance, Center for Business History, BI Norwegian Business School, Oslo, 
Norway

ABSTRACT
In 1980s Norway, a group committed to libertarian ideology became 
influential within Fremskrittspartiet. This new party became known 
for its opposition not only to taxation and public spending, but also 
to non-western immigration. The libertarians within the same party, 
however, advocated open borders. The libertarians were ousted from 
the party in 1994, but libertarianism has remained a key plank in the 
party’s otherwise national-conservative ideology. Crossovers and alli-
ances between cosmopolitan libertarians and nationalistic anti-immi-
gration groups have become commonplace, and through an analysis 
of the Norwegian libertarian movement, I argue that these are pos-
sible due to the idea of open borders only holding a peripheral 
position within libertarian ideology. The issue of open borders was 
given some attention in debates between libertarians and populists 
within FrP, but was not an important ideological concept for the 
intellectuals behind the libertarian journal Ideer om Frihet. The article 
thus argues that a commitment to what we may call cosmopolitan-
ism does exist within libertarianism and may be used to make sense 
of core concepts such as individualism, freedom and markets, but is 
nonetheless expendable for most libertarians, as they were for the 
Norwegian libertarians who found a home in the country’s most 
nativist political party.
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Introduction

In March 2019, Norwegian police went to the unprecedented measure of raiding the 
private residence of its top political leadership, the house of Norway’s then justice 
minister Tor Mikkel Wara. The house had been under surveillance for some time, due 
to threats being made to Wara and his partner. The police decided to raid the premises 
when they had evidence that the threats had been fabricated by Wara’s partner herself. 
The threats included menacing letters and the word ‘rasisit’, a deliberate misspelling of 
the Norwegian word for ‘racist’, spray-painted onto the couple’s wall, in an attempt to 
frame a group of artists that Wara’s partner was in conflict with, some of which were of 
non-Norwegian descent. The group’s theatre production Ways of Seeing from the year 
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before had included footage of the couple’s residence, along with allegations that they 
formed part of an influential elite harbouring racist and anti-immigrant sentiments. This 
is what started Wara’s partner’s vendetta against the artists, and Wara resigned his 
position as minister of justice only a few days after police had raided his home.1

The association between Wara and anti-immigration sentiment, whether justified or 
not, was of a recent date. As an up-and-coming politician in the 1980s, he had instead 
been an outspoken libertarian advocating for open borders. Young libertarians like Wara 
nonetheless found their party-political home in Fremskrittspartiet (‘The Progress Party’ - 
FrP), a new party which became known as opponents of public spending and non- 
western immigration in equal measure. Seemingly contradictory alliances between sup-
posedly cosmopolitan libertarians and various nativist groups, or a ‘pipeline’ from one to 
the other, have been analysed in recent times by Quinn Slobodian and Melinda Cooper. 
Slobodian charts a schism within Austrian economics between those who emphasized 
cosmopolitan values and the freedom of all kinds of individuals, and others who 
advanced a cultural interpretation of libertarianism in which individualism was seen as 
a Western rather than a universal value. The consequence of the latter position is a more 
nativist type of libertarianism, which opposes non-western immigration and celebrates 
Western individualism as the bedrock of market civilization.2 Janek Wasserman also 
describes this schism, and the roots of American libertarianism in Austrian economics in 
his group biography The Marginal Revolutionaries.3 The cosmopolitan half of this split 
within Austrian economics does not necessarily identify as ‘libertarian’; however, a more 
common denomination these days appears to be ‘Hayekian’,4 and Melinda Cooper has 
argued that the enduring alliance in the US between those who still proclaim to be 
libertarians and so-called palaeo-conservatives solves an inherent ideological problem for 
libertarians. In her view, the economic freedom preached by libertarians is bound to rest 
on some sort of (state) coercion, if only for the establishment of property rights. By 
disavowing coercion as such, libertarians face an ‘intrinsic contradiction’ which is solved 
by giving in to what she calls ‘the fascist temptation’: Embracing coercion as 
a prerequisite for the individual freedom of a select few, at the expense of universalist 
notions of freedom for all.5

This article contributes to the literature on the seemingly contradictory phenomenon 
of libertarians allying with anti-immigration groups through an analysis of the libertarian 
movement in a peripheral European country – Norway. In Libertarianism. What 
Everyone Needs to Know, Jason Brennan writes that libertarians ‘believe everyone has 
the right to take employment in any other country, regardless of citizenship’ and that 
‘governments may not forbid citizens from leaving a country, nor may governments 
forbid foreigners from entering.’6 Bas van der Vossen, in the first paragraph of his 
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy entry on libertarianism, lists ‘open borders’ as 
one of five main causes libertarians endorse.7 A close reading of the 1980s Norwegian 
libertarian journal Ideer om Frihet, however, shows that the topic was hardly mentioned. 
This contributed to the relative ease with which avid readers of the journal could find 
a home within an anti-immigration party, but the meeting between young libertarians, 
on the one hand, and populists and national conservatives, on the other, also meant that 
the issue of open borders was activated, as it was in the Norwegian public sphere as a 
whole in the end of the 1980s. The question of immigration policy was to some extent 
forced on FrP libertarians by the changed context and the fact that they belonged to an 
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anti-immigration party, but the ensuing debates were nonetheless handled without major 
problems and the ousting of these ‘liberals’ in 1994 was mainly related to other issues. 
Cosmopolitanism, defined by Britannica as ‘the belief that all people are entitled to equal 
respect and consideration, no matter what their citizenship status or other affiliations 
happen to be’, never became more than a peripheral concept8 in the political thought of 
Norwegian libertarians, something which explains the coexistence of libertarianism and 
populist national conservatism in FrP that continues until this day, and sheds light on 
similar alliances and crossovers in other countries.

The Bergen libertarian Society

The Norwegian libertarian revival of the 1980s began in Bergen. Achieving independence 
only in 1905, after centuries of Danish and Swedish rule, Norway is often seen as having 
been a relatively homogenous place until at least the 1970s. The city of Bergen could be 
seen as something of an exception, however, with status as a Hanseatic port from 1240 to 
the middle of the 18th century and a long history of influx of people, products and ideas 
from surrounding areas.9 In the latter part of the 1970s, a group of young students at 
what was then called The Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration 
(NHH)10 founded the Bergen Libertarian Society. For them, it felt as if something big was 
happening in the world, that their peers, professors and political leaders were utterly 
unaware of. Coinciding with the early beginnings of migration to Norway from the 
Global South,11 the Norwegian post-war social democratic settlement was experiencing 
the same economic difficulties as other Western societies. But the fact that Friedrich 
Hayek had won a Bank of Sweden Nobel memorial prize in economics in 1974, and that 
the same honour had been bestowed upon Milton Friedman only two years later seemed 
not to matter in Norway, as the names of the economists that the Norwegian libertarians 
idolized were not spoken in classes on macroeconomics. This was so, even though the 
institution in Bergen, the capital city from 1070 to 1299, was considered to offer a more 
liberal economics education than that which was given at the department of social 
economics at the University of Oslo,12 which had been founded by none other than 
Ragnar Frisch in 1934 – the father of econometrics and a key figure in the post-war 
marriage between economics and social democracy in Norway.13

While professors at the NHH in Bergen were indeed more liberal leaning than the 
former students of Frisch and Trygve Haavelmo in Oslo, incoming students Lars Peder 
Nordbakken and Hans Chr. Garmann Johnsen still found their economics education 
wanting in the face of both changed economic realities and the rise to prominence of 
neoliberal ideas at the highest echelon of the international economics profession. When 
Garmann Johnsen suggested utilizing the monetary theories of Milton Friedman for 
a dissertation, his advisor informed him that Friedman was considered in Norway to be 
a ‘crackpot’.14 In spite of Norwegian economists’ disavowals of Friedman, the introduc-
tion of Chicago school ideas such as monetarism, public choice theory and supply side 
economics into mainstream economics did reach Norwegian economists and policy- 
makers in watered down forms, in turn influencing the ways in which the 1970s 
economic crisis led to a market turn also in Norway.15 When the Norwegian government 
joined other OECD countries in abandoning counter-cyclical spending in 1978, it 
became the starting point for a wide range of gradual market reforms of the 
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Norwegian economy,16 although the name Milton Friedman remained mostly unspoken 
both in lecture halls and in the halls of power.

This was nonetheless ‘too little, too late’ for Nordbakken and Garmann Johnsen, who 
founded a libertarian society and eventually began publishing the journal Ideer om Frihet 
(‘Ideas about freedom’) together with Ayn Rand acolytes Sigmund Knag and Jan 
Sommerfelt Pettersen. In a short first editorial namechecking Friedman, Hayek, 
Ludwig von Mises, Murray Rothbard and Israel Kirzner, Nordbakken wrote: ‘(. . .) it is 
not enough that we, individually, are convinced that the libertarian principles are correct. 
The idea must be spread (. . .).’.17 Within the small group, debates did rage between 
followers of Rand’s objectivism and the economics students who preferred what they saw 
as the utilitarian approach of Mises. Economic issues were nevertheless at the forefront of 
the journal, and the Randian approach favoured by some of the group’s members was 
summarized by Knag as ‘“no one has a right to make me do something I haven’t chosen” 
or “what is mine is mine“’. This was a somewhat radical view in the light of both the 
collectivist traditions of Norwegian social democracy, but also the social brand of liberal-
ism from the late 19th century upon which the former had arguably been built.18 In spite 
of disagreements on Rand, the group always concluded through their discussions that 
‘Property is A Good Thing’, and producing Ideer om Frihet became a way to ‘do some-
thing about it’19 from the relative periphery of Norway’s second largest city, separated 
from the capital by some 500 kilometres of fjords and rugged mountain terrain. Knag 
took over the editorship from Nordbakken, and later left it to Sommerfelt Pettersen, as 
the journal grew from a photo-copied fanzine in 1980, to what by 1983 had become 
a glossy magazine with nationwide distribution and a graphic profile to rival those of 
their competitors on the shelves of Narvesen, Norway’s dominant chain of news agencies.

The content of the journal nonetheless remained reasonably ‘high-brow’ with essays 
and in-depth interviews by, on and with libertarian thinkers taking centre stage. What the 
‘libertarian principle’, which Nordbakken described as having a ‘take-off ’ internationally 
in the 1970s with ‘astonishing financial support’, really amounted to was less than 
straight-forward, however.20 The difference between a Chicago school economist like 
Milton Friedman working within the mainstream of neoclassical economics and thinkers 
belonging to the more heterodox Austrian tradition was perhaps the most pronounced 
between the thinkers mentioned in Nordbakken’s short editorial. Even within so-called 
Austrianism, differences were clear by 1980 between actual Austrians like Hayek, on the 
one hand, and Mises and his new American disciples Rothbard and Kirzner on the 
other.21 Nordbakken nonetheless considered these thinkers as belonging to the same 
‘libertarian principle’, and the journal listed the various institutions and outfits promot-
ing these ideas in the same ‘index of liberty’, an alphabetical list appearing in each edition 
of the journal, described as ‘An international directory of Institutions and Publications 
Promoting Reason & Liberty’. It mostly included US-based outfits – everything from the 
American Enterprise Institute to Ergo, an ‘Objectivist weekly paper published by students 
at Harvard University’ – mixed with a few UK-based institutions and the odd bookshop 
in Amsterdam.22 The existence of what Nordbakken called ‘the libertarian movement’ 
seemed itself to be defining the content of libertarian ideology.

What connected most of the thinkers and outlets deemed to be libertarian by the 
Bergen Libertarian Society was connections of different types to the neoliberal project 
institutionalized by the founding of the Mont Pelerin Society in 1947. One Norwegian 
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had been present at that occasion, the economist Trygve J.B. Hoff, who published the 
journal Farmand and had personal relationships with men like Mises, Hayek and 
Friedman23 (Friedman wrote the article ‘Neo-Liberalism and its Prospects’ for 
Farmand in 1951).24 Having been a student member of the business funded interest 
group Libertas, which was founded in 1947 to fight socialization of the Norwegian 
economy and among other activities funded Farmand,25 Nordbakken already had 
some connections within the world of think tanks, journals and institutions with ties to 
the Mont Pelerin Society. He and Garmann Johnsen wrote many letters in those days, 
including one to Trygve Hoff, through which they hoped they might be given an 
invitation to join the Mont Pelerin Society. Hoff gave them no such thing, however, 
and the contact between the old guard of Norwegian neoliberalism and the new group in 
Bergen remained limited.26

They had more luck abroad. At the Institute of Economic Affairs in London, 
Nordbakken attended meetings and evening lectures on liberalism with luminaries 
such as James Buchanan and Israel Kirzner and had tea and biscuits with the institute’s 
joint founder president, Arthur Seldon. Seldon opened doors for Nordbakken, and in 
1978 he travelled to the US to visit both Leonard Read and Henry Hazlitt of the 
Foundation for Economic Education (FEE).27 FEE interested Nordbakken especially 
because he considered it the base of Mises, whose Austrian business cycle theory from 
the interwar years he found especially convincing in explaining the economic predica-
ments of the 1970s.28 Nordbakken and Garmann Johnsen also entered into correspon-
dence with Leonard Liggio, then of the Institute for Humane Studies but later an 
executive both of the Mont Pelerin Society and the Atlas Network. Liggio even visited 
Norway, and later put Garman Johnsen into contact with Israel Kirzner. In 1981 the 
former was able to spend a semester with Kirzner at NYU, where he was introduced to 
leading lights of the Austrian school, such as Murray Rothbard and Fritz Machlup. 
Garman Johnsen also visited the Manhattan Institute, and he would later enter into 
correspondence with Friedrich Hayek and visit him in Freiburg.29

Regardless of the emphasis on which writers like Brennan and Van der Bassen put on 
open borders and the extension of libertarian principles also to migrants, these topics 
hardly appeared on the pages of Ideer om Frihet. This could have something to do with 
the context of Norway in the 1980s. While immigration from non-western countries had 
become a hot issue with the arrival of workers from countries such as Pakistan, Turkey 
and Morocco in the early 1970s, a cap on immigration instated in 1974 contributed to 
a lessening of interest in the issue of immigration in the wider public sphere in the second 
half of the decade. The absence of this topic is nonetheless striking, and if one widens the 
net and looks through Ideer om Frihet searching for positively charged phrases connected 
to something like ‘cosmopolitanism’, one can mainly find the odd evocation of the 
adjective ‘frisinnet’, meaning something like openminded, and the word ‘tolerance’ 
being used from time to time. The latter mostly with reference to a ‘classical liberal’ 
tradition and John Locke’s writings on religion from the 17th century,30 (a time long 
before a concept like ‘liberalism’ even existed31) or used also to simply refer to the 
heterogeneity within libertarianism itself, and to the Bergen Libertarian Society’s own 
ability to tolerate differences of opinion.32 When these themes were evoked, they were 
mostly linked to particular economic philosophies and policies, and not taken to be the 
starting point of analyses or as important concepts in and of themselves. In a 1984 
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editorial tribute to Trygve Hoff’s son Ole Jacob Hoff, who had recently taken over the 
editorship of Farmand after his father and was also listed as an editorial board member of 
Ideer om Frihet alongside names like Leonard Liggio, Arhur Seldon and Robert Poole of 
the Reason Foundation, Sommerfelt Pettersen did make a rare venture beyond econom-
ics: Hoff was praised as a ‘freedom fighter’ who championed causes such as voluntary 
conscription, the legalization of drugs and the fight against police power and ‘totalitarian’ 
child protection services in Sweden.33 These topics went beyond the usual themes of Ideer 
om Frihet, where articles usually focused on concrete economic policies and their 
connection to abstract concepts of freedom and individualism. That such a list did not 
include anything related to immigration, free movement or the likes suggests that these 
themes remained peripheral for the editors and contributors of Ideer om Frihet, and that 
their main role, if any, was to help make sense of ideological core and adjacent concepts 
such as ‘freedom’, ‘individualism’ and ‘the market (economy)’.34

The progress party

The 1980s saw several competing strands of interpretation around the question of what 
would constitute a free Norwegian society, as ‘ideas about freedom’ were discussed also 
beyond the confines of NHH and the Bergen Libertarian Society. With the election 
victory of Kåre Willoch and the conservative party Høyre in 1981, the so-called 
‘høyrebølge’ (‘right wave’) swept over a nation that had been run almost continuously 
by social democrats since 1945. Ideological concepts connected to libertarianism, such as 
individualism and freedom, became important in this period, in a similar fashion to what 
was the case during the rise of ‘The New Right’ in the US at the same time (analysed by 
Garmann Johnsen in Ideer om Frihet 1&2 in 1981).35 An ambiguous but potent combi-
nation of market liberalism and social conservatism allowed Høyre to profit both from 
the 1968-inspired anti-establishment revolt against a paternalistic post-war order, and 
from the conservative backlash against the perceived radicalism of the same ideas.36 

Whether one was concerned about the divorce rate or the rate of inflation, ‘the state’ 
emerged as the main culprit. The economic downturn of the 1970s also gave Høyre 
a chance to portray themselves as the guarantors of a return to the good old days of post- 
war stability, whilst simultaneously being the ones who would reform an inefficient 
system of economic planning.37 The ‘right wave’ also included the birth of a new party 
positioned even further to the right,38 and this was to become the clearest parliamentary 
expression of Norwegian libertarianism. Originally named Anders Lange’s party for the 
severe lowering of taxes and duties upon foundation in 1973, the party changed its name 
to Fremskrittspartiet (FrP) in 1977. As the original name would suggest, the party 
founded by Anders Lange already had something of a libertarian outlook as part of 
a ‘populist anti-tax revolt’.39 FrP has been claimed to build on an ‘authoritarian 
individualism’,40 and Lange published articles about Ayn Rand in between news items 
about dog breeding in his own private newspaper.41 Lange was very controversial, not 
just because of his affinities to libertarianism, a very radical idea in 1970s Norway, but 
also because of his support of the South African apartheid regime, which it later 
transpired had financed the party’s first election campaign in the year of its 
inception.42 In this election, the party surprisingly won a vote share of 5% nationwide, 
resulting in four members of parliament. In a TV interview from the election night 
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that year, Lange responded ‘Ayn Rand and Milton Friedman’ when asked who ‘his’ 
political philosophers were.43 Lange died in 1978, leaving his party in the hands of the 
charismatic businessman Carl I. Hagen, who was joined in parliament by the law 
professor Fridtjof Frank Gundersen, an active ideologist who considered himself 
a liberal ‘with a Norwegian twist’, and who like Lange was a strong opponent of non- 
western immigration as well as an apologist for the South African apartheid regime.44

United within the persona of Gundersen, then, were the two of the most recognizable 
traits of Fremskrittspartiet: economic libertarianism on the one hand, and a virulent 
opposition to immigration which often crossed over into outright cultural racism on the 
other.45 One of the reasons why the Bergen Libertarian Society appear to not have taken 
much of an interest in open borders and the cosmopolitan aspect of libertarianism may 
be that they were rarely confronted with anti-immigrant views or with the issue at all, and 
so could focus their attention on economic questions and an individualism concerned 
mainly with the rights of the type of individuals that they themselves happened to be 
(educated white males in a rich country). The young libertarians who eventually started 
filling the ranks of FrP’s youth wing FpU, however, would have to actively work together 
with non-tolerant and even racist members of their own party. As we will see, this meant 
that the libertarians who had chosen to become members of a party known for its anti- 
immigration positions were forced, somewhat ironically, to give more attention to the 
peripheral themes of cosmopolitanism and open borders than what was the case with the 
Bergen libertarians.46 The issue of non-western migration would resurface in Norwegian 
debate towards the end of 1980s, with Fremskrittspartiet at the centre of controversy.

The linkages between Ideer om Frihet and the libertarian cadre flocking to FpU were 
many. Tor Geir Høien and Anne Merete Thunem are said to have been the first young 
libertarians in FpU, and especially Høien owed much of his political education to the 
journal he had discovered in the shelves of Narvesen as early as 1981.47 Both he and 
Thunem would write several articles for Ideer om frihet in the years to come, while also 
writing copiously for the party newspaper Fremskritt, where Thunem was the editor of 
the ‘youth-page’. The nick name ‘Fridtjof Frank Friedman’ for Gundersen was popular-
ized on these pages,48 as the youth wing sought to carve out a distinct libertarian identity 
for itself, while also allying with party veterans like Gundersen. The nickname further 
showed that although the FpU libertarians were not economics students like so many in 
the libertarian group in Bergen, and probably preferred a trade publication like 
Capitalism and Freedom to Friedman’s technical work on the Federal Reserve, econo-
mists and economic ideas were of vital importance also for them. The ideas of FpU were 
perhaps more related to the ideological fervour of Ayn Rand’s novels than the economics 
papers of Mont Pelerin Society members, but as second, third or even fourth- hand 
dealers of ideas, they too idolized the economists who had started the neoliberal move-
ment decades earlier.

Høien and Thumen would be followed by more libertarians in the ranks of FpU. Jan 
Arild Snoen came to Oslo from rural Toten as a 21-year-old in 1985 and was introduced 
to libertarianism through journals like Ideer om Frihet and Farmand and the writings of 
Fridtjof Frank Gundersen, all of which were available in select bookstores in Oslo owned 
by Ivar Tøsti, a former associate of Anders Lange.49 Another bookshop by the name of 
‘Bredrup Bokhandel’ became an important meeting point, and as it was owned by 
Libertas,50 certain linkages did exist between the old guard of Norwegian business- 
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funded libertarianism and the new movement arising in FrP in the 1980s. Snoen later 
recalled that libertarians like himself chose to join FrP over the liberal Venstre and the 
conservative Høyre because these parties were both seen as being too enmeshed in the old 
system of post-war social democracy.51 Tor Mikkel Wara arrived in Oslo from Vadsø, 
close to Norway’s far north border with the Soviet Union around the same time as Snoen, 
and would rise to become editor of Fremskritt in 1986, chairman of FpU from 1987 and 
a member of parliament and vice president of FrP from 1989. As the young libertarians, 
or simply ‘liberals’ as they now liked to be called, rose through the ranks of the 
organization, the party itself became steadily more popular, albeit not necessarily due 
to the influence of libertarian ideology. The libertarians had originally been welcomed 
into the party and protected by the authority of Carl I. Hagen,52 later described by Snoen 
as a man with ‘a relaxed relationship to ideology’,53 but they were not the only group 
within FrP. The liberals had to share space in the party with a more conservative fraction 
and also a ‘populist’ fraction with perhaps a lesser degree of ideological coherency in their 
positions than the libertarians, but also a much stronger ability to garner votes and 
popular support.54

Of the populist fraction, many were nonetheless a type of ‘practical liberals’ who had 
not studied liberal or libertarian thinkers, but were drawn in a libertarian direction by 
populism’s performance based non-theoretical appeal to instincts. As a ‘thin’ ideology 
dependent on ‘thick’ ideologies, populism is believed to be adaptable to many different 
circumstances.55 FrP populists’ disdain for local and state bureaucracies, and the indivi-
dualist desire to be ‘left alone’ made libertarianism a logical ally. In a later recollection, 
Odvar Nordli, who had been prime minister for the Labour party between 1976 and 1981, 
commented that already in the 1970s he had attempted to deregulate that which did not 
compose ‘the commanding heights’ of the economy, for instance trying to get rid of 
phenomena such as public authorities having to decide ‘the angle on the roof of a house 
in the countryside’.56 Nordli believed himself to have been unsuccessful in his endea-
vours, and what could only be considered a very fertile breeding ground for state 
scepticism led to a united front between the populists and the libertarians, the latter 
being referred to by other FrP members as ‘book-liberals’.57

One possible bone of contention, however, was the question of immigration. In his 
‘history of Norwegian liberalism’, former FpU libertarian Vegard Martinsen writes that 
the party had four different groups: ‘intellectual liberals, racists, social democrats who 
primarily wanted to spend more money on the old and sick’ and ‘ordinary people who 
were against bureaucracy and high taxes’.58 The alliance between young libertarians and 
groups who were strongly opposed to non-western migration meant that the peripheral 
yet nonetheless existing concept of cosmopolitanism within libertarian ideology was 
given more attention than what had been the case on the pages of Ideer om Frihet. 
Confronted with anti-immigration policies and rhetoric from populist and conservative 
members of their own party, FpU libertarians were forced to consider the limits of core 
concepts such as individual freedom. This led to certain proclamations of faith in the idea 
of open borders, which ran directly opposite to FrP’s policies on immigration. During 
a presentation on ideology for FpU-members in 1984, for instance, Tor Geir Høien 
claimed the ‘human right to choose which country one wants to live in’, an argument he 
made with references to Adam Smith and Friedrich Hayek.59 This was reported in 
Fremskritt and caused some debate as this was in no way the position of FrP, which 
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since its inception had been known as an anti-immigration party.60 Free immigration 
would be ‘the end of us as a people and a nation’ wrote outraged party member Knut 
Johansen in March 1983, but the debate was hardly wide-ranging. The conflict was 
largely navigated without spectacular problems in this early period, and even Johansen 
noted that Høien had taken some ‘purely economic’ precautions against his own ideal of 
open borders.61 This was key: As long as immigration was treated as an economic issue, 
and anti-immigration rhetoric focused on immigration as an additional expense for a 
bloated state bureaucracy, the liberals could agree to strict immigration policies.62 FpU 
libertarians seemed to adapt a proviso to their principle of free movement, namely that 
immigrants should not cost the state any money. While their 1987 programme contained 
proclamations about how immigration ‘strengthens the economy and enlarges individual 
freedom’, it also stated that borders could only be open for immigrants who held an 
imagined private insurance which would also ‘cover repatriation in case of long-term 
unemployment or criminal acts’.63 The support for immigration thus remained rather 
theoretical, and FpU libertarians were able to rise to important positions and exert a large 
influence in an anti-immigration party, which included members with ties to explicitly 
racist organizations.

The number of non-western immigrants arriving in Norway, especially as asylum 
seekers, was on the rise in the second half of the 1980s and the issue again became salient 
in political debate. Just a few days before the 1987 election, Hagen presented a letter he 
alleged had been sent him by a Muslim immigrant named ‘Mohamed Mustafa’, detailing 
how Islam was going to take over the country. The letter was later shown to be forged, but 
the stirring of anti-immigrant sentiment and anxieties of cultural decline, proved suc-
cessful for FrP in the polls. With 12,3% of the vote, the 1987 election marked both FrP’s 
big breakthrough, and the start of a new era in Norwegian politics in which immigration 
from non-western countries would be a top issue.64 The combination of libertarian or 
liberal economic policies, and anti-immigration rhetoric was cemented as the party’s 
brand, right at the time of their final breakthrough.65 The liberals within the party often 
ended up seeing themselves as tempering the latent racism of many FrP politicians, 
attempting to steer Hagen away from the cultural aspects of anti-immigration policies 
and keeping the issue ‘economic’.66

Ideer om Frihet’s days as a glossy magazine on newsstands countrywide ended in 1986. 
In a photocopied newsletter signed ‘laissez-faire’, editor Jan Sommerfelt Pettersen 
informed readers that the market for free-market ideas in print had shown itself to be 
smaller than expected, but that the journal’s ‘hardly 300’ subscribers would receive 
a 4-page newsletter every other month. The creation of a FrP think tank would offer 
a new outlet for libertarian writing, however. Where the Bergen libertarian society had 
looked to somewhat academically inclined think tanks such as the IEA and FEE for 
inspiration, Snoen and other FpU libertarians entered into contact with more policy- 
oriented outfits such as the Cato Institute and Heritage Foundation in the US and the 
Adam Smith Institute and Centre for Policy Research in the UK. Snoen invited Ed Crane 
of the Cato Institute to speak in Oslo, and Madsen Pirie of the Adam Smith Institute 
visited Norway annually between 1988 and 1990. With funding from the Norwegian 
billionaire Christian Sveaas, Fremskrittspartiets Utredningsinstitutt (FUI) began opera-
tions in 1988 and was led by Snoen with a staff of two, including Sigmund Knag. The idea 
of creating a think tank of their own had been present for some time in the increasingly 
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intertwined libertarian scenes of Bergen and FpU. Writing in Ideer om Frihet 2/85, for 
instance, Anne Mette Thunem asked ‘what can we learn from Foundation for Economic 
Education, Institute for Humane Studies and Cato Institute?’. Thunem had received 
scholarships from all three institutions to attend their summer schools in 1984 and 
concluded the article by saying that the three think tanks had a division of labour (FEE 
for the common man, IHS for intellectuals and Cato for policy-makers) and that they all 
contributed to ‘rolling back state-power in the struggle for a freer society’.67

FUI’s newsletter was entitled Laissez-faire,68 and Snoen would commission both Lars 
Peder Nordbakken and Hans Chr. Garmann Johnsen to write reports for the outfit. In 
spite of the party’s credentials as economically liberal however, the pair was reluctant to 
have their views connected with FrP. Nordbakken’s report ‘The Crisis in The Norwegian 
Economy’ (with the somewhat leading subtitle ‘A result of failed economic policies or 
free market forces?’) had originally been meant for publication in Ideer om Frihet, and 
Nordbakken took great care to distance himself from FrP in his preface, writing that the 
party think tank should be seen purely as an outlet for analysis and that he was 
independent of any political party. The same manoeuvring took place during the launch 
of Garmann Johnsen’s 1990 report ‘Culture without politics’.69 In an interview with 
regional newspaper Fedrelandsvennen on the release of the report, Garmann Johnsen 
went to great lengths to announce that he was ‘not FrP’s chief ideologist’, but admitted 
that he had influenced some of the party’s younger members and met from time to time 
with Wara and rising star Pål Atle Skjervengen. In the interview, Garmann Johnsen 
singled out the immigration policies of FrP as the thing he most opposed about the 
party.70 Snoen had assumed the editorship of Ideer om Frihet in 1990, and so the 
entanglements between the Bergen group and FrP were many, but the reluctance of 
Nordbakken and Garmann Johnsen to be associated with FrP speaks volumes of the low 
regard with which the party was held in many circles at the time, primarily due to the 
perceived populism of the party – herein included their controversial stances on immi-
gration. In the interview, Garmann Johnsen, who now ran his family’s business venture 
and had become the chairman of the chamber of commerce in his hometown of 
Kristiansand, maintained that within FrP there were nonetheless ‘very positive young 
people representing something completely different from the media picture of lowbrow 
bullies with muggy attitudes’ (my translation).71

Rupture

During the 1990s, the difference between ‘liberals’ like Wara and the rest of the party 
eventually became too large. Immigration and cosmopolitanism were not important 
issues in the intra-party conflicts which eventually boiled over, however, although the 
issues carried important symbolic weight.72 In 1989, Wara had been elected into parlia-
ment along with three other young libertarian men. Wara was also made vice-chairman 
of the party, but tensions would grow between FpU liberals and the mother party in 1990, 
when FpU codified their principles into a staunch libertarian programme which, among 
other things, advocated free immigration.73 Fåne was elected leader of FpU and also took 
over the role as editor of Fremskritt. Unlike his predecessor Wara, Fåne adopted an 
adversarial approach towards the other wings of FrP. In a motion to the FpU congress in 
1990, he tackled the immigration issue head-on and stated that ‘A country’s government 
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should not be able to restrict the economic and political freedoms of human beings, nor 
their ability to travel freely across borders’. The motion passed with references to liberal 
ideology and formed part of an offensive in which FpU attempted to be a libertarian 
corrective to FrP.74 In spite of episodes such as this, however, the tacit agreement 
between the liberals and the rest of the party on opposing migration based purely on 
economic arguments was kept more or less in place. There were some debates about 
immigration in the party newspaper, but apart from a few symbolic statements, the 
libertarians appear to have kept rather quiet on the issue. When the seven other parties, 
from the radical Rød Valgallianse to the conservative Høyre launched and anti-racist 
campaign after the 1987 election, partly directed explicitly at FrP, FpU libertarians 
defended their parent organization vigorously: On the pages of Fremskritt, both 
Skjervengen and Fåne chose to interpret it as an attack on the party’s 250.000 voters 
and claimed to be taking the matter to court.75

As disagreements within the party on immigration were kept under control, other 
issues arose to divide the libertarians from the rest of the party. One of these was gay 
partnership, and when an advocacy group approached the FpU libertarians represented 
in parliament about support for a bill, an issue which FpU supported in their 1990 
programme, the libertarians saw no other option than to give their support, thus breaking 
with the other FrP parliamentarians and causing a media scandal.76 On the question of 
welfare policies, the wings of the party were largely united in promoting privatizations, 
especially within health care. This was an ideological issue for the libertarians, whereas 
conservatives and populists rallied to the cause of privatizations as a practical way to 
improve health care for all. The wings of the party thus had opposing reasons for 
supporting privatizations, and ahead of the 1991 party congress, Snoen criticized the 
party’s social policies spokesperson, the conservative Jon Alvheim, for trying to ‘outbid’ 
the other parties in health policies.77 The issue which would ultimately lead to a split, 
however, was the question of Norwegian membership in the European Economic 
Community (EEC). Since its inception, European neoliberals of different stripes had 
disagreed amongst themselves on the topic of EEC. Wilhelm Röpke in the early post-war 
years and Margaret Thatcher in the 1980s both saw the European integration project as 
leading to a potential superstate, designed to impose regulations and carry out economic 
planning on an international level. On the other hand, a number of thinkers in the 
neoliberal tradition have seen the EEC as a project to expand the reach of markets (and 
insulate cross-border flows of capital and labour from democratic decision-making on 
the national level).78 The latter became the position of the FpU liberals, who in the early 
1990s welcomed the possibility of Norwegian EEC membership on the grounds that it 
would lead to liberalization and marketization of the Norwegian economy.

Populists and conservatives in the party were not necessarily against such things, but 
they were concerned with the loss of national sovereignty involved in joining the EEC. 
Twentieth-century Norwegian conservatives had always been pro-capitalism and mar-
kets, but the important concept of national interest has also meant that the conservative 
embrace of an increasingly transnational capitalism tended to be half-hearted.79 The FpU 
libertarians, on the other hand, embraced the EEC in line with a libertarian, ideological 
vision of capitalism and markets as progressive and unifying forces, and pushed the issue 
fervently. In an infamous poster campaign, pictures of prominent Norwegian politicians 
who were against EEC membership were imposed on a Nazi-style background together 
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with Arne Myrdal, a violent right-wing extremist and founder of Folkebevegelsen mot 
Innvandring (‘People’s movement against immigration’). The slogan on the poster read: 
‘The no-comrades urge national unification against EEC-membership. With protection-
ism and selfishness goes the crusade into the dark side of human nature’ (my 
translation).80 ‘National unification’ (Nasjonal samling) had been the name of Vidkun 
Quisling’s Norwegian Nazi party, which was disbanded in 1945, and while politicians 
from other parties were perhaps used to provocations from FpU libertarians, EEC- 
opponents within FrP were outraged by the comparisons.

To large protests, the liberal position in favour of Norwegian EEC-membership 
nonetheless carried the day within the party, but the process itself, with its many re- 
matches and what Snoen later called a ‘lack of reflection’ on issues pertaining to 
nationalism and the benefits of markets, became the final straw for both Wara, 
Skjervengen and Snoen, who all resigned from the party within the space of a year in 
1992–93, as Hagen sought to ‘compensate’ for the EEC position by turning more 
nationalist on other issues.81 The liberal wing of the party had thus already been 
significantly reduced when Hagen decided to mount an all-out attack on it before the 
1994 party conference. At a live TV-debate in November the preceding year, Hagen had 
called his own party colleagues ‘intellectual, radical liberalists’, intending it to be a slur.82 

This was the same Hagen who had been taken by Snoen to the 1990 International Society 
of Individual Liberty’s annual meeting in San Francisco, where Hagen had headlined the 
conference alongside Milton Friedman and stated in his speech that he was a libertarian 
‘at heart’.83 Hagen’s relationship to libertarianism had always been instrumental, how-
ever, and it deteriorated further after Snoen, in 1997, release a sound recording of 
Hagen’s speech from the San Francisco conference, during whichhe had said he sup-
ported the legalization of drugs.84

Libertarianism had seemed a useful wave for Hagen to ride through the 1980s, but by 
1994 he was ready to quash the troublemakers and regain full control of his party. Before 
the 1994 conference, all local branches were asked to adopt a resolution written by 
Hagen, in which immigration policies became a key issue for the party and ‘theoretical 
liberalism’ was reserved only for economic policies, and not something meant to influ-
ence ‘other fields’. FpU fought against Hagen’s attempt to delineate liberalism to ques-
tions deemed to be purely economic, but ended up losing. After the national conference 
rejected a motion to clarify the party’s official position on EEC-membership, the liberal 
vice-chairman of the party, Ellen Wibe resigned on the first day of the conference. The 
four liberal members of parliament asked the conference’s approval to carry out their 
parliamentary term on FrP’s previous programme, but this was also rejected, and they 
eventually broke from the party completely. FpU decided to permanently dissolve its 
organization, but it was resurrected almost immediately by other young FrP members 
loyal to Hagen.85

Some break-away members of parliament and many former FpU figures quickly 
founded the party FRI-demokratene (The Free Democrats), described by Snoen as 
‘more of a grief group than a party’.86 The MP Ellen Christine Christiansen (who was 
married to Snoen) became the party’s first leader, but after receiving less than 2000 votes 
nationwide in the 1995 local elections, the organization abandoned parliamentary poli-
tics. FrP, on the other hand, received 12% popular support in the same election. A party 
called Det Liberale Folkeparti, DLF (The Liberal People’s Party) had been founded in 
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1992 and attracted some members from FrP after the split. DLF had its roots in various 
other splits within the social liberal party Venstre since the 1970s, but moved towards 
more libertarian positions in these years. DLF had no success at the polls either and 
functioned more as a study group.87 Influential FrP liberals, like the Christiansen/Snoen 
couple and Heidi Nordby Lunde would join the conservative party Høyre in the second 
half of the 1990s,88 whereas Wara, Schjervengen, Høien and Thunem all left party politics 
and pursued careers in business instead (Wara also wrote an MA thesis in philosophy on 
the topic of evolution and morality89). As for the Bergen libertarians, Nordbakken would 
abandon party political independence and join Venstre, while Garmann Johnsen became 
an economics professor at a regional university.

While the immigration issue was not a deciding factor in the split, nor really the issue 
that had caused most problems between the libertarians and other wings of Frp prior, the 
1994 purges did open space for the party to become (even) more outspokenly anti- 
immigration and ‘nationally conservative’ in its outlook. Leading FrP politicians like the 
MP Øystein Hedstrøm, for instance, colluded with elements of the extreme right at a time 
of growing neo-nazi mobilization in Norway, something which was seen to increase the 
party’s popularity in the polls.90 Several former FrP libertarians vented strong criticisms 
of FrP’s immigration policies in this period, and in a 1995 article on communitarianism 
in Ideer om Frihet, Snoen wrote that the party’s focus had changed ‘radically from 
economic liberalism to the group community of The Nation and Norwegian Culture 
(read: race)’ 91 (my translation, Snoen’s parenthesis). These sorts of retreospective 
declarations, along with the few examples of actual intra-party dispute around immigra-
tion policies before 1994, can lead to an assumption that the libertarians split from FrP 
because of their cosmopolitan outlook and correspondingly positive view of immigration. 
This appears to not necessarily have been the case, however, and what transpires is 
instead that libertarians in FrP were mostly content to belong to an anti-immigration 
party, mainly finding the time ripe to criticize FrP’s immigration policies after they had 
been ousted for other reasons.

The period of influence of libertarian ideas in FrP was considered by many Norwegian 
commentators at the time as an ‘almost successful coup’ on the part of the libertarians.92 

They were a small group with unpopular policies, who nonetheless exercised tremendous 
influence over a party of some size, a party which sometimes played the role of king 
maker in Norwegian politics during the period in question. It would be a mistake, 
however, to think that the libertarian influence in FrP ended in 1994. The party has 
stuck with the label ‘liberal’, while often making good use of Hagen’s attempted distinc-
tion between ‘economic liberalism’ and other forms of liberalism. A pamphlet from FrP’s 
‘ideology course’ for party members from 2006, for instance, is structured as an intro-
duction to liberalism, listing John Locke, Baron de Montescieu, Adam Smith, Friedrich 
Hayek, Ayn Rand, Robert Nozick, and Murray Rothbard as the leading thinkers influen-
cing the party.93 The 1994 purges opened space for a young Siv Jensen, who in 2006 
would become FrP’s first non-Carl I. Hagen chairman.94 Jensen has cited Ayn Rand as 
her favourite author, and as she rose to become Norway’s minister of finance in 2013, it 
became clear that the rumours of the death of libertarianism in FrP had been greatly 
exaggerated.

The neoliberal network harking back to Mont Pelerin which was so important for the 
Norwegian brand of libertarianism, played an important part in bringing FrP and Jensen 
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to the halls of power in 2013. The small party started by Anders Lange in 1978 had grown 
to be so important by that time that they could announce their refusal before elections to 
support any government they did not themselves form part of. Including FrP in govern-
ment had at that point been unthinkable for other parties, precisely due to their 
controversial stands on the steadily more important issue of immigration and the fact 
that they appealed to racist elements within the population. After the turn of the 
millennium, FrP won over 20% of the nationwide vote share in both the 2005 and 
2009 parliamentary elections, and the so-called respectable parties on the Norwegian 
right, the conservative Høyre, the liberal Venstre and the Christian Democrats of Kristelig 
Folkeparti, had to find a way to explicitly cooperate with them if they wanted to achieve 
a parliamentary majority.

A new institution thus arose to unite the parties of the right through a common belief 
in markets and liberalism: Civita was founded as a think tank in 2001, with inspiration 
from the title of Wilhelm Röpke’s 1944 book Civitas Humana.95 The idea for the name 
came from none other than Lars Peder Nordbakken, who eventually became a member of 
the Mont Pelerin Society some years later, and part of the funding came from the still 
remaining funds of Libertas that were managed by a foundation called Liberalt 
Forskningsinstitutt (LIFO) with Nordbakken as a board member.96 Civita became 
a member of the ATLAS network of neoliberal think tanks, but inspired by 
Nordbakken’s conversion to ordoliberalism, and perhaps also his membership in 
Venstre, it often took on more moderate positions in Norwegian public debate than for 
instance those of its predecessor Libertas or the corresponding think tank Timbro in 
Sweden.97 Civita has been credited with uniting the Norwegian right, which in practice 
meant getting the other parties to accept FrP, and Civita’s president Kristin Clemet is 
considered one of the chief architects behind Høyre’s Erna Solberg’s time as a prime 
minister in multi-party coalition governments between 2013 and 2021, with Jensen as 
Norway’s first Ayn Rand-acolyte finance minister until 2020.98 When Wara announced 
his return to politics to become minister of justice under Solberg and Jensen in 2018, he 
also made a statement saying he had changed his views on immigration and that he had 
never believed in open borders anyway.99

Conclusion

So-called strange bedfellows are a common occurrence on the political right, as well as on 
the left. It is nonetheless remarkable that Norway has an important and powerful political 
party famous for two things: On the one hand, libertarianism, or in their own words 
‘liberalism’, and on the other hand anti-immigration sentiments bordering on outright 
racism. Although there was a split in FrP in 1994, in which the young libertarians who 
had exercised influence within the party up until that point were forced out, libertarian 
ideas blended with a populist approach to politics existed in the party before they joined, 
and they remained important afterwards. The libertarian move away from pro- 
immigration policies and what I have called ‘cosmopolitan’ values, described in other 
national contexts by both Slobodian and Cooper, seems to suggest a privileging of certain 
aspects of libertarian ideology at the expense of the idea of open borders. If we consider 
cosmopolitanism as one of many ‘concepts’ in libertarian ideology, we can make sense of 
this move by using Michael Freeden’s morphology and seeing cosmopolitanism as 
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a peripheral concept in libertarian ideology: It exists, but mainly to give meaning to core 
and adjacent concepts, and it makes sense that it can thus be sacrificed in order to solve 
intrinsic contradictions (Cooper) or adjust to updated dogma regarding universalism 
(Slobodian).

In the Norwegian context, it seems clear that occurrences of at least theoretical 
support for migration being voiced by FpU members were provoked by the alliance in 
FrP between libertarians and anti-immigration populists in a historical context in which 
non-western immigration became a steadily more important issue. This pushed some 
FpU libertarians into considering the limits of their principles of freedom and non- 
coercion, but what could have been an intensely contentious issue within the party was 
seldom discussed on the pages of Fremskritt, nor was it a topic in Ideer om Frihet. The 
caveat that borders could only be open for immigrants with private insurances which 
would pay all welfare expenses, including their eventual repatriation in the case of 
unemployment, made the libertarian stance for free movement a purely theoretical 
one. The dominance of anti-immigration views within FrP did not really seem to bother 
FpU libertarians all that much either, as long as they could influence the party on what 
Hagen would later call ‘economic liberalism’. The slogan ‘Born free – Taxed to death’ 
summarized FpU’s mainly economic approach to libertarian individualism,100 and when 
choosing between the principle of free movement and opposition to the state spending 
that actual immigration would lead to, FrP libertarians chose the latter. When the split 
finally came, the most intense debates between ‘book liberals’ on one side and conserva-
tives and populists on the other were on the topic of Norway’s relationship to the 
European common market and not on the increasingly hot topic of non-western 
immigration.101 Where Swedish libertarian activists were in some cases known to hide 
illegal migrants and advocate more staunchly for free movement,102 no such activity 
appears to have been recorded in Norway. Open borders and free migration were never 
an important part of the libertarian programme in Norway, and a later Norwegian 
example of what Slobodian has referred to as the pipeline from libertarianism to the 
new alt-right would be Hans Jørgen Lysglimt Johansen, who chaired FRIdemokratene 
between 2000 and 2003, and founded a Norwegian ‘Mises Institute’ some years later. At 
the time of writing, Johansen is one of the most outspoken members of the Norwegian 
far-right, through his organization Alliansen – Alternativ for Norge. The holocaust- 
denying Johansen is an outlier and an extremist, but it is a fact that Norwegian 
libertarianism found a home in the most nativist political party in the country, which 
remains strongly influenced by libertarian ideology to this day.
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